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Northern Illinois is still hurting for jobs, and the
economy definitely isn't 'fine'.
“Our family is a bare bones operation. We cut out almost anything that wasn't a need. We have

only one car. Aside from Netflix we do not purchase entertainment (outings and vacations
included). It can be a challenge to live paycheck to paycheck. This is not our preference, but

when there isn't another choice we do what we have to do. We avoid credit cards as much as
possible. If you need advice for how to cook healthy meals for a family of 5 with $50 a week let

me know.”

 --Elisabeth from Montgomery on how the economy is affecting her family

 

So why are
Republicans
focusing on red
tape and
taxes?... At least
65 percent of new
jobs come from
small businesses.

 

 

 

74 percent of small businesses say the recent health care law makes it harder for
their business to hire more employees.
According to a recent Gallup poll, regulations are now small business owners' #1
concern, followed by consumer confidence in the economy and thirdly, lack of
consumer demand.
75 percent of small businesses are structured as pass-through entities (S
corporations, limited liability companies, sole proprietorships or partnerships) that
must pay tax on their business income at the individual rate.

The scheduled tax increases on small business will
destroy jobs during the worst employment crisis
since the Great Depression. It's time to stop the
tax hike that the President is advocating for.
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Join the conversation on Twitter- it's time to
#stopthetaxhike.
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